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Comments: I don't believe in rounding up the horses , they have been here for years way before us.We need to

live with all wild life. no matter what, they belong where they are .let them stay . why get rid of them . I love that

they are in the open to watch them and their family. Why are u letting Colorado and other states have usage with

our lands for their cattle. when they can be in the same area. SO they pay for grazing big deal. they have rights

as well these horses. why move them leave them be. we all lived together long before,But a lot of states are

erasing out history for what . A BIG PAY DAY . that is wrong wrong .. SO you want money more than what is

right . I understand about others wanting to use our land for grazing but geesh.. we have a lot of Forrest land

available for  all animals  Alaska doesn't do that . they live with them . like we are supposed to . please stop this .,

Keep them right there . do not move them , kill them or anything . our kids and grandkids will ask why so we can

build more homes , buildings or what ever. that is not fair .. Horses are really beautiful ,let ARIZONA HAVE THE

WILD LIFE AS IT SHOULD WE DON'T NEED TO MOVE THEM TO SOMETHING SMALLER NOWAY . TIRED

OF ALL THIS STUFF . when we say something none listen to we the public. how about we remove all the cattle

that gets to graze on our lands . that is only fair. don't care if they pay for it . NO not right to remove our Horses.

please consider leaving them alone they have done nothing to anyone , just because of Grazing by others they

need FOOD as well. as everyone else. SHARE that is what we want .  how about putting this on the ballet on

elections of proposals.but to just do that cause they want it is NO DEAL. thank you.


